WEST STAIR
ROOF ACCESS
M1
B THROUGH 5

NOTE: All Text To Be Centered As Shown.
STAIR LOCATION: 1" LETTER 1/4" STROKE
UPPER TERMINUS: 1" LETTER 1/4" STROKE
NOTING ROOF ACCESS OR NO ROOF ACCESS
FLOOR LEVEL NUMBER: 5" LETTER 1/4" STROKE
FLOOR LEVELS DESIGNATED AS BASEMENT, GROUND OR MEZZANINE TO HAVE LETTER PROCEEDING FLOOR NUMBER. EXAMPLE MEZZANINE, FIRST FLOOR WOULD BE M1.
LOWER TERMINUS: 1" LETTER 1/4" STROKE
SIGN FACE TO BE POLYMID RESIN WITH 0.010" THICK POLYESTER CARRIER LAMINATED TO 1/8" THICK BLACK ACRYLIC. BACKGROUND TO BE WHITE MATTE. ALL COPY TO BE FRISKET PAINTED BLACK. TO BE MOUNTED WITH 0.030" THICK DOUBLE FACED TAPE.